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ABSTRACT  

Living crystallization-driven self-assembly (CDSA) is a powerful approach to tailor 

the nanoparticles with controlled size and spatially-defined compositions from 

amphiphilic crystalline block copolymers (BCPs). However, a variety of external 

constraints usually make it difficult for the successful applications of living CDSA. 

Herein, such constraints arising from strong hydrogen bond (H-bond) interactions 

between unimers lead to the failure of living CDSA but are effectively overcome via 

reduction of the H-bond strength. In particular, by adding H-bond disruptor 

trifluoroethanol (TFE), decreasing the unimer concentration, and reducing corona 

segment length, the H-bond strength between unimers could be efficiently alleviated, 

leading to the formation of uniform two-dimensional (2D) platelets with controlled size 

and block co-micelles with spatially-defined corona chemistries. Moreover, by 

selectively anchoring 1D seeds on the surface of as-prepared 2D block co-micelles 

through H-bond interaction, the epitaxial growth of a crystalline BCP from immobilized 

1D seeds on 2D platelets illustrates competitive growth behavior in a spatially confined 

environment.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Polymer-based two-dimensional (2D) single crystals are one class of 2D 

nanomaterials which are usually generated from a self-nucleation methodology in a 

dilute solution.1-2 However, these single crystals are generally not colloidally stable due 

to the low degree of functionality and absence of solvophilic groups, which further 

limits their potential applications.3-5 Fortunately, recent advances in self-assembly of 

block copolymers (BCPs) enables access to nanostructures with different dimensions. 

Normally, BCPs with an amorphous core-forming block could result in spheres, worms 

and vesicles with core-shell structures, which are commonly predicted by packing-

parameter considerations.6 Compared to amorphous BCPs, crystalline BCPs tend to 

form micelles with low curvature structures in 1D or 2D through a process known as 

crystallization-driven self-assembly (CDSA).7-10 Additionally, a crystalline BCP with 

a short corona-forming block usually forms 2D platelets, while a BCP with a significant 

long corona segment favors formation of 1D cylindrical micelles.11-22 In contrast, BCPs 

with a biodegradable core such as poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) and poly(ε-caprolactone) 

(PCL) represent an opposite assembly trend, in which BCPs with long corona blocks 

tend to assemble into 2D platelets which is explained by “a unimer solubility approach”. 

23-24 

The ability to precisely control the dimensions of 2D platelets with spatially-defined 

chemistries is highly desirable since it can broaden the application of the 2D materials. 

Seeded growth, a two-step strategy separating the process of crystal nucleation and 

growth, provides a powerful tool to prepare monodisperse assemblies in 1D or 2D with 
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controlled sizes, termed as “living CDSA”. Such a strategy has been widely applied for 

the poly(ferrocenyldimethylsilane) (PFS) based BCPs by Manners and Winnik.25-30 By 

sonicating polydisperse cylinders into short micelles as seeds, subsequent addition of 

dissolved BCP unimers allows epitaxial growth from the active crystalline seeds and 

yields monodisperse particles. For example, monodisperse 2D lenticular structures31 or 

well-developed rectangular platelets32 with spatially-defined corona chemistries can be 

prepared by sequentially adding symmetric PFS based BCPs, or PFS homopolymer 

blending with asymmetric PFS based BCPs, respectively. Up to now, the use of living 

CDSA strategy has been further extended to other cores, such as PCL,33-34 PLLA,35-37 

polycarbonate,38-39 polyethylene,40-42 π-conjugated poly(3-thiophene),43-44 oligo(p-

phenylenevinylene),45-47 and poly(cyclopentenylene vinylene).48  

In this work, we are particularly interested in constructing 2D well-developed 

hierarchical complex structures of PCL core-forming BCPs using a seeded epitaxial 

growth process. Although the preparation of monodisperse 2D PCL platelets with 

controlled size has been recently reported by Stenzel’s group involving PCL 

homopolymer and PCL based BCP by a seeded growth process,49 the formation of 

block co-micelles with spatially-defined corona chemistries and controlled dimensions 

has yet to be explored. Furthermore, the epitaxial crystallization of unimers from active 

seeds is commonly influenced by other interactions such as hydrogen bond (H-bond) 

and metal coordination interactions.37, 50-51 Therefore, in this work the effect of H-bond 

interaction between unimers on epitaxial seeded growth was explored in detail. 

Generally, the presence of H-bond interaction between freshly added unimers resulted 
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in the formation of polydisperse platelets with extremely poor control of size. However, 

reducing the H-bond strength between unimers could successfully yield monodisperse 

2D platelets with precise control of size. We have also successfully prepared 2D 

uniform block co-micelles with a segmented coronal architecture by seeded epitaxial 

growth after alleviating the H-bond strength. To extend to the epitaxial growth in a 

spatially-confined condition, the 1D seeds was selectively anchored on the surface of 

as-prepared 2D block co-platelets through donor-acceptor H-bond interaction. The 

epitaxial growth of a solely PCL based BCP from immobilized 1D seeds and as-

prepared 2D platelets was finally exploited to illustrate the competitive growth of 

unimers in a confined environment. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Sample Preparation and Characterizations 

In the present work, three kinds of low polydispersity BCPs including PCL60-b-

PDMA264 [PDMA = poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide)], PCL60-b-P4VP360 [P4VP = 

poly(4-vinylpyridine)], PCL60-b-PHEA170 [PHEA = poly(hydroxyethyl acrylate)], were 

synthesized by sequential ring-opening polymerization (ROP) and reversible 

addition−fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization methods (Scheme S1). 

Their chemical structures are described in Figure 1A and detailed molecular 

characterizations of all polymers are summarized in Table S1. The polymer 

characteristics were analyzed by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and 1H NMR 

characterizations (Figures S1-S6), confirming the successful preparation of BCPs with 
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low dispersity. Meanwhile, the P4VP corona-forming block was chosen as H-bond 

acceptor, while the PHEA block served as H-bond donor and a PDMA block was used 

as a neutral segment (Figure 1B).  

 

Figure 1. (A) Chemical structures of PCL homopolymers, block copolymers and dye 

labeled polymers used in this study and (B) construction of 2D platelets with different 

corona chemistries and selective deposit of 1D seeds through H-bond. 

 

Epitaxial Growth of 2D Platelets from 1D Seeds in Ethanol 

Ethanol was chosen as a selective solvent for P4VP, PDMA and PHEA corona-

forming blocks, while chloroform (CHCl3) was used as a good solvent for both PCL-b-

P4VP and PCL-b-PDMA and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) for PCL-b-PHEA due to 

high polarization of the PHEA segment. The dynamic light scattering (DLS) result 

showed the hydrated radius (Rh) PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 and PCL60/PCL60-b-

P4VP360 in CHCl3, PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 in DMSO was about 5-10 nm (Figure S7), 
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which showed these polymer blends were fully soluble in good solvent and presented 

as “unimer”. Polydisperse cylinders were monitored by transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) from spontaneous nucleation of PCL60-b-P4VP360 in ethanol at a 

concentration of 5 mg∙mL-1 by heating at 70 °C for 3 h and subsequently cooling to 

room temperature and aging for 7 days. Short cylindrical micelles with an average 

length of 62 nm were obtained by sonication of the polydisperse cylinders at 0 °C for 

20 min, and used as seed micelles for subsequent epitaxial growth (Figure S8). The 

short 1D seed micelles of PCL60-b-PDMA264 were prepared by the same method and 

an average length of 78 nm was obtained (Figure S9). These seed micelles were stored 

at room temperature prior to epitaxial seeded growth.  

To prepare uniform well-developed 2D platelets, a blend unimer of PCL 

homopolymer and PCL-based BCP was adopted to explore subsequent epitaxial growth 

in the presence of 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelles. Both PCL60/PCL60-b-P4VP360 

and PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 formed well-developed platelets with controlled sizes 

(Figure 2a and 2b). It was found that blending PCL homopolymer into unimer helped 

to promote PCL crystallization and thus resulted in a successful seeded epitaxial growth 

in 2D. Such an approach has also been demonstrated in the cases of PFS based blends, 

indicating that incorporation of a homopolymer is a versatile method to prepare well-

developed platelets with 2D structures.32 Additionally, the surface of PCL60/PCL60-b-

PDMA264 platelets had some patterns (Figure 2b) while it was quite smooth for the 

surface of PCL60/PCL60-b-P4VP360 platelets (Figure 2a). The surface patterning on 

platelets was attributed to coronal collapse of the relatively poorly solvated corona 
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segment, which was reported in detail by Manners and co-workers.52 

However, this strategy was unsuccessful for the epitaxial seeded growth of a 

PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 blend unimer. Polydisperse 2D platelets with multi-layers 

were observed by addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 blend unimer into the 1D 

PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelles (Figure 2c). In Figure 2c, a large fraction of PCL60-b-

P4VP360 seed micelles was attached onto the surface of PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 

platelets, suggesting that not all the seed micelles were serving as crystalline nuclei. 

Moreover, polydisperse platelets with defect-rich cores and multi-layers were also 

generated, which is possibly attributed to the spontaneous nucleation of PCL60/PCL60-

b-PHEA170. We preliminarily assume that such growth was caused by H-bond 

interaction between PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds and in-situ formed PCL60/PCL60-b-

PHEA170 platelets, where PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds served as H-bond acceptor while 

PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 platelets acted as H-bond donor. Therefore, we used 1D 

PCL60-b-PDMA264 seeds instead of PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds to reduce the H-bond 

strength between 1D seed micelles and in-situ formed 2D platelets. However, a similar 

phenomenon was also monitored after addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 unimer into 

1D PCL60-b-PDMA264 seeds (Figure S10). A large fraction of PCL60-b-PDMA264 seeds 

was also immobilized onto the surface of platelets, which was also due to the weak H-

bond interaction between PHEA and PDMA blocks. To further exclude the possibility 

of the effect of H-bond interaction between P4VP and PHEA blocks on subsequent 

epitaxial growth, PCL60-b-PHEA170 fragmented micelles were prepared by sonicating 

the polydisperse platelets as seeds. TEM observation indicated that spontaneous 
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nucleation strategy resulted in polydisperse platelets in 2D structures (Figure S11). 

After sonicating the polydisperse platelets at 0 °C for 50 min, the resultant seeds 

preserved a fragmented platelet morphology with varying sizes and shapes (An=0.019 

µm2, ĐA=1.26, Figure S11c-d). Addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-P4VP360 blend unimer to 

the PCL60-b-PHEA170 seed micelles allowed formation of a well-developed 2D 

structure with uniform size (Figure S11e), indicating that the H-bond interaction 

between P4VP and PHEA blocks did not have a significant effect on the subsequent 

epitaxial growth of PCL60/PCL60-b-P4VP360. One may doubt that these platelets were 

not epitaxially grown from PCL60-b-PHEA170 seeds since the original seed was not 

clearly observed in the center of platelets (Figure S11e), which was different from the 

2D platelets observed from Figure 2a,b. This was possibly due to the phase contrast 

between P4VP and PHEA corona segments after stained by uranyl acetate, since the 

majority composition of P4VP corona was readily stained by uranyl acetate and the 

PHEA corona in the seeds was hard to distinguish. To further confirm the platelets were 

grown from the fragmented PCL60-b-PHEA170 seeds, control experiment was conducted. 

Addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-P4VP360 blend unimer to ethanol without any seeds resulted 

in polydisperse platelets with multi-layers as shown Figure S11f.  

It should be noted that a strong H-bond interaction (O-H···O, 16-21 kJ/mol) between 

PHEA segments also exists in ethanol. After addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 blend 

unimer to ethanol (noting the concentration of PCL60-b-PHEA170 unimer is ten-fold that 

of  seed micelles), a high concentration of PCL60-b-PHEA170 will exert a strong H-bond 

between unimers and possibly lead to unimer aggregation, which further showed 
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significant effect on subsequent epitaxial growth. The effect of H-bond interaction 

between unimers on the epitaxial growth was also observed by Manners and co-workers 

in the case of PLLA core based BCPs.37 In their case, it was found that even the weak 

C−H···O bonds (4.2-8.4 kJ/mol) between the protons of a methyl group and the 

carbonyl oxygen on another polymer chain played an important role in unimer 

aggregation and consequential spontaneous nucleation. One should bear in mind that 

the H-bond strength in our case is much stronger compared to that of weak C−H···O 

bonds. Therefore, we try to mitigate the H-bond strength between unimers to regulate 

the self-assembly process. 

 

Figure 2. TEM image of 2D platelets after adding 10 µL (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) of (a) 

PCL60/PCL60-b-P4VP360, (b) PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264, (c) PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 

blend unimer to the 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed solution (0.01 mg∙mL-1, 1 mL), 

respectively. TEM samples were stained with a 1 wt% solution of uranyl acetate in 

EtOH.  

 

Living CDSA for PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 in EtOH by Reducing H-bond Strength 

To confirm the presence of strong H-bond interaction between PHEA blocks, DLS 

measurement was performed to illustrate the Rh change of PHEA coil by reducing the 

H-bond strength through adding different amount of trifluoroethanol (TFE), a hydrogen 

bond disruptor. To exclude the influence of PCL aggregation in ethanol, a PHEA182 
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homopolymer was synthesized. As shown in Figure S12a, the Rh of PHEA 

homopolymer in ethanol decreased from 20 to 6 nm after adding more TFE. This highly 

suggests that the PHEA polymer chains are possibly cross-linked in ethanol due to the 

strong H-bond strength. However, with an increasing fraction of TFE, the Rh of PHEA 

homopolymer was decreased which was due to the disruption of H-bond between 

PHEA. Therefore, from the DLS analysis of PHEA homopolymer with the different 

amounts of TFE, strong H-bond interaction was indeed existed between PHEA, which 

had a significant effect on the subsequent seeded epitaxial growth for the PCL/PCL-b-

PHEA. To weaken the H-bond interaction between unimers, we initially added a certain 

amount of TFE to the PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelle solution to explore the subsequent 

epitaxial growth. Blend unimer in a mass ratio of munimer/mseed of 10 was added into the 

TFE/EtOH with volume ratios of 3/97, 5/95, 10/90, 15/85 and 20/80, respectively. After 

aging for 1 day, the samples were observed by TEM. As shown in Figure S12, the self-

assembled platelets became more uniform as the TFE fraction increased, indicating that 

spontaneous nucleation was retarded after reducing the H-bond strength. When the 

volume fraction of TFE reached 20%, uniform 2D platelets with controlled size and 

low dispersity were formed and meanwhile the original seeds could be clearly observed 

in the center of platelets. Based on this factor, a living CDSA behavior of PCL60/PCL60-

b-PHEA170 in 2D was established by adding 20% volume fraction of TFE, which was 

confirmed by a good linear relationship between the area of the obtained platelets and 

munimer/mseed (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of regular platelet formation process by adding 20% 

volume TFE; TEM image of 2D platelets with various area obtained by adding (b) 5 

µL, (c) 10 µL, (d) 15 µL, (e) 20 µL, (f) 25 µL of PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 (1:1, w/w, 

10 mg∙mL-1) unimer solution in DMSO to the 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed solution (0.01 

mg∙mL-1, 1 mL) with 20% TFE; (g) plot of number-average area of 2D platelet against 

munimer/mseed (the error bars represent the standard deviation). TEM samples were 

stained with a 1 wt% solution of uranyl acetate in EtOH.  

 

    It is well known that TFE is a strong organic acid, which possibly will exert a certain 

corrosive effect on PCL platelets since the biodegradable PCL core has a fast 

degradation rate in an acid environment. For this reason, the stability of as-prepared 

uniform platelets in TFE/EtOH was examined. As shown in Figure S13, the obtained 

uniform 2D platelets did not change significantly after 1 day but degraded to some 
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extent after 7 days in TFE/EtOH, suggesting that TFE accelerated the degradation rate 

of the PCL core. Considering this factor, we tried to remove TFE by rotary evaporating 

at room temperature and then adding the same volume of EtOH to re-disperse the 

platelets. Unfortunately, the uniform platelets were easily stacked together after 

removing TFE, which was due to strong H-bond interaction of the platelets between 

PHEA corona segments (Figure S13c). This forced us to explore other self-assembly 

conditions to overcome this potential problem.  

As mentioned above, the H-bond strength between unimers is the key factor to 

determine final self-assembled platelets. Reducing the H-bond strength between 

unimers could help to form uniform platelets such as addition of a certain amount of 

TFE. Based on this fact, we prepared another BCP with a short PHEA block, PCL60-b-

PHEA23, to reduce the H-bond strength between unimers. As expected, well-developed 

platelets with low polydispersity in size were formed after addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-

PHEA23 blend unimer in the presence of 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelles (Figure 

4a). On the other hand, decreasing the concentration of the PCL60-b-PHEA170 unimer 

could also reduce the H-bond strength between PCL60-b-PHEA170 unimer in ethanol. 

Therefore, we diluted the concentration of seed micelles from 0.01 to 0.001 mg∙mL-1 

and subsequently added 1 µL of PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) 

unimer solution to the diluted 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed solution (0.001 mg∙mL-1, 1 

mL), resulting in well-developed 2D platelets with low polydispersity in size (Figure 

4b). This method of decreasing the unimer concentration was also applied to prepare 

2D diblock co-micelles. As shown in Figure 4c, dropping 3 µL of PCL60/PCL60-b-
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PHEA170 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) blend unimer onto 2D platelets of PCL60/PCL60-b-

PDA264 (0.01 mg∙mL-1, 1 mL) in ethanol also promoted formation of 2D block co-

micelles with low polydispersity in size. Meanwhile, the two spatially-defined regions 

of the diblock co-micelles were clearly distinguishable by TEM analysis. 

 

Figure 4. TEM image of 2D platelets obtained by (a) adding 10 µL of PCL60/PCL60-b-

PHEA23 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) blend unimer solution to the 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed 

solution (0.01 mg∙mL-1, 1 mL) without TFE and (b) adding 1 µL of PCL60/PCL60-b-

PHEA170 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) blend unimer solution to the diluted 1D PCL60-b-

P4VP360 seed solution (0.001 mg∙mL-1, 1 mL) without TFE. (c) Addition of 3 µL of 

PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) blend unimer to 2D platelet of 

PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 (0.01 mg∙mL-1, 1 mL) in EtOH. TEM samples were stained 

with a 1 wt% solution of uranyl acetate in EtOH.  

 

Construction of Block Co-Micelles 

  The successful access to efficient living CDSA of PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 allows us 

to prepare complex structures in 2D with well-defined spatial localization of different 

coronal chemistries, which endows the nanoparticles with more functionality. After 

successfully accomplishing the 2D epitaxial growth using 1D short seeds, we then 

targeted use of the resulting 2D platelets as seed precursors for subsequent epitaxial 

growth of a second platelet on the platelet edges (Figure 5 and Figure S14-S15). 

Addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 blend unimer to 2D precursors of PCL60/PCL60-

b-PHEA170 resulted in 2D diblock co-micelles containing two different regions with 
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inner region as PHEA corona while the outer segment as PDMA corona (Figure 5a). 

By labelling the PCL60 homopolymer core with BODIPY green dye (PCL60-G, Figure 

1A), living CDSA of the blend of PCL60-G/PCL60-b-PDMA264 yielded green 

fluorescent concentric platelet block co-micelles (Figure 5b) as confirmed with 

confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). On the other hand, we can also use 2D 

platelets of PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 as precursors to initiate the epitaxial growth of 

PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 or PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA23 blend unimer. Both of them 

formed well-developed and monodisperse diblock co-micelles in 2D (Figure 5c,d) 

under a low unimer concentration, demonstrating a powerful method that involves 

seeded growth of a polymer blend by reducing H-bond strength.  
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Figure 5. (a) TEM and (b) corresponding CLSM image of 2D diblock co-micelles 

yielded by adding 3 µL of PCL60-G/PCL60-b-PDMA264 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) blend 

unimer solution to the 2D PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 seed solution (0.01 mg∙mL-1, 1 mL). 

TEM image of 2D diblock co-micelles obtained by adding 3 µL of (c) PCL60/PCL60-b-

PHEA170 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) blend unimer solution and (d) PCL60/PCL60-b-

PHEA23 (1:1, w/w, 10 mg∙mL-1) blend unimer solution to the 2D PCL60/PCL60-b-

PDMA264 seed solution (0.01 mg∙mL-1, 1 mL), respectively. TEM samples were stained 

with a 1 wt% solution of uranyl acetate in EtOH.   

 

Furthermore, well-defined and monodisperse concentric 2D structures containing 

P4VP, PHEA and PDMA corona segments separated by distinct boundaries were 

successfully prepared by sequential addition of PCL60/PCL60-b-P4VP360, PCL60/PCL60-

b-PHEA170 and PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 blend unimers into 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 

seed micelles (Figure 6). As a proof-of-concept, another fluorescent sample PCL60-b-

P(DMA100-co-ACM1) was prepared (Figure 1A), in which the PDMA corona segment 

was functionalized with aminochloromaleimide (ACM dye 53-54) by copolymerization 

(Scheme S1). Living CDSA of fluorescent blends, i.e., PCL60-G/PCL60-b-P4VP360 and 

PCL60/PCL60-b-P(DMA100-co-ACM1), together with the non-fluorescent PCL60/PCL60-

b-PHEA170 blends, yielded fluorescent concentric platelet block co-micelles with 

different fluorescence for the selected segments, as confirmed by CLSM (Figure 6d). 

Further deposition was also feasible by using the spatially-defined corona chemistries. 

For instance, 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelles were selectively deposited onto the 

PHEA coronas’ regions (middle region) as a result of the O-H···N bond interaction 

(Figure 6e).  
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic illustration of preparation of triblock co-micelles. (b) TEM 

image of 2D triblock co-platelets prepared by sequential addition of PCL60-G/PCL60-b-

P4VP360, PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 and PCL60/PCL60-b-P(DMA100-co-ACM1) blend 

unimers into 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelles. (c) Enlarged one platelet co-micelles 

with distinct platelet boundaries. (d) CLSM image of dye labeled platelet co-micelles. 

The inner region (P4VP region, green): PCL core was labeled with BODIPY green dye; 

the outer region (PDMA region, blue): the PDMA corona was labeled with ACM dye. 

(e) TEM images of triblock co-micelles with 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelles 

selectively deposited on the PHEA coronas (middle region) through O-H···N bond. 

TEM samples were stained with a 1 wt% solution of uranyl acetate in EtOH. 
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Exploring the Seeded Growth of Solely PCL60-b-P4VP360 from a 2D Template 

    In this section, we planned to explore the seeded growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360 by 

anchoring 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds onto 2D templates containing PHEA corona 

through O-H···N bond interaction. For a deep understanding, we first used 2D graphene 

oxide (GO) nanosheets as a template to immobilize the 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds to 

explore the subsequent epitaxial growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360. Our attempt is to show 

whether the seeded growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360 will be restricted by both the spatial 

confinement exerted from GO nanosheets and H-bond interaction between GO and 

PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer. For better comparison, the seeded growth of solely PCL60-b-

P4VP360 unimer from 1D seeds without any template in ethanol was first examined. As 

shown in Figure S16 and Figure S17, the morphology including the average length of 

PCL60-b-P4VP360 epitaxially grown from 1D seeds anchored on the GO surface did not 

change significantly compared to that without a GO template, suggesting that the 

presence of GO had negligible effect on the following epitaxial growth. Meanwhile, the 

resultant crystals grown at a high munimer/mseed value (such as 15 and 20) tended to form 

a lenticular morphology in 2D (Figures S16c,d and S17c,d) similar to previously 

reported lenticular assemblies.31, 55 On the other hand, addition of solely PCL60-b-

P4VP360 unimer to the 2D PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 platelets in ethanol led to “platelet-

fiber” structure with a high density of fibers grown from the four (110) crystalline 

planes of PCL platelets (Figure S18). A living growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer from 

2D PCL platelets was also established as demonstrating by a linear relationship between 

the length of cylinders and the added unimers (Figure S18). High magnification TEM 
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images (Figure S18g’) showed these fibers had a uniform width and the length could 

reach to about 1000 nm, which was different from the morphology grown from free 1D 

seeds. This result strongly confirmed the essential growth of solely PCL60-b-P4VP360 

unimer in 1D nucleated from 2D platelets, which was possibly attributed to the strong 

spatial confinement exerted by a high nucleation density. Similar phenomenon was also 

observed in our previous result by anchoring 1D seeds onto carbon nanotube at a high 

grafting density.33  

Next, we aimed to explore the seeded growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360 by anchoring 1D 

PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed micelles on the surface of 2D block co-micelles by utilizing the 

O-H···N bond interaction between PHEA (H-bond donor, HD) and P4VP (H-bond 

acceptor, HA) with a fixing ratio of pyridine/hydroxyl group (0.2:1). This targeted 

creation of a severe confinement for epitaxial growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer from 

the immobilized seeds. After selectively depositing 1D seeds on the PHEA region of 

diblock co-micelles containing an inner PDMA corona and outer PHEA corona (Figure 

7a, b), the epitaxial growth of solely PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer was explored by addition 

of increasing amounts of PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer (Figure 7c-g). PCL60-b-P4VP360 

unimer was preferentially deposited onto the end of 2D platelets when only a small 

amount of PCL60-b-P4VP360 was added. This allowed formation of a "platelet-cylinder" 

structure with quasi-linear tassels of about 25 nm at both ends since the length of the 

cylinders immobilized on the platelet does not increase (60 nm compared to 62 nm of 

seeds). As the amount of added PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer increased, both the length of 

tassels and cylinders anchored on the platelets increased. However, the increasing 
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growth rate of cylinders from 2D platelets was slower than that from immobilized 1D 

seeds since the growing slope was smaller than that from 1D seeds as confirmed by 

Figure 7h, possibly due to strong spatial confinement exerted by a high nucleation 

density from both ends of 2D platelets. Meanwhile, the formed cylinders from 

immobilized 1D seeds were also essentially grown into 1D structure even the length 

exceeded 500 nm (Figure 7g), demonstrating that the strong H-bond strength between 

PCL-b-P4VP unimer and PHEA corona segment of 2D platelets could affect the crystal 

growth behavior of PCL60-b-P4VP360. This change of epitaxial growth possibly results 

from the reducing mobility of PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer exerted by H-bond when 

deposited on the active seeds, which is very similar to the effect of metal ion 

complexation between corona observed by Feng and co-workers.50 
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Figure 7. (a) Schematic representation of epitaxial growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360 from a 

template of 2D platelet with anchored 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds (inner: PDMA region, 

blue corona; outer: PHEA region, pink corona); (b) TEM image of selective deposition 

of PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds on the PHEA surface prepared by sequential addition of 

PCL60/PCL60-b-PDMA264 and PCL60/PCL60-b-PHEA170 blend unimers in the presence 

of 1D PCL60-b-P4VP360 seeds. TEM images of addition of (c) 3 µL, (d) 6 µL, (e) 9 µL, 

(f) 12 µL, (g) 15 µL of solely PCL60-b-P4VP360 (10 mg·mL-1) unimer solution to the 

above formed 2D template in (b) (mass of PCL60-b-P4VP360 seed is 0.006 mg); (h) Plots 

of number-average 1D quasi-linear cylindrical micelles length against munimer/mseed 

from 1D seeds and 2D platelets (the error bars represent the standard deviation), 

respectively. TEM samples were stained by the 1 wt% solution of uranyl acetate in 

EtOH. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

To summarize, an efficient living CDSA approach was established by reducing the 

H-bond strength between PHEA unimers. Methods including the addition of a hydrogen 

bond disruptor, decreasing the unimer concentration, and reducing corona segment 
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length were applied to mitigate H-bond strength. By utilizing these strategies, we have 

successfully prepared a variety of 2D platelets with controlled size and also achieved 

multi-block co-micelles with spatially-defined corona chemistries. Our results have 

demonstrated that the use of analogous approaches is potentially effective for the 

systems in which living CDSA behavior has been inefficient to date such as exerting 

strong external interaction. As part of our studies, we also revealed the restricted 

epitaxial growth and competitive epitaxial growth of PCL60-b-P4VP360. The result 

showed that strong confinement exerted by 2D platelets could affect the crystal growth 

behavior of PCL60-b-P4VP360 unimer probably due to the reduced mobility of PCL60-b-

P4VP360 chain. 
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